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the chapters in this important handbook on the lost art of prayer cover such subjects as praying for your nation interceding for the lost praying for
de liverance groanings in the spirit fasting and pray ing for those in sin steps to answered prayer reveals step by step guidelines that when faithfully
followed in prayer assure the believer of an answer this study guide will instruct believers on how to use the word in prayer and get results
christianity is a relationship with a living god who hears and answers prayer the scriptural truths in this book can help believers understand why their
prayers may have gone unanswered oral roberts and kenneth e hagin two contemporaries were in a deep conversation when a stranger walked up to them
and said i just want to shake hands with these great competitors they were not competitors they were co laborers in the vineyard of the lord
although at face value their positions on seed faith giving appeared to differ their positions and experiences on new depths of prayer were startlingly
similar kenneth e hagin remarked that nobody he ever knew knew how to enter into the presence of the lord in prayer like oral roberts brother hagin knew
this because he had prayed with oral roberts at times he too had been up there several times in prayer and feared that he might not come back folks there
are depths of prayer we need to press towards and live a life of boundless possibilities as we avail ourselves to the lord going deeper and deeper in
praying in the spirit the lord will lead us into a deeper realm of prayer where miracles and revelations abound in our personal lives and ministries these
classic bible study courses by rev kenneth e hagin have been reedited to include chapter review questions to further enhance your study of god s word
these teachings on the vital subjects of faith prayer the holy spirit and his gifts and healing will show you how to live a life of victory and abundance
learning how to pray effectively is one of the most important things a believer can ever do in his christian walk a believer cannot be successful in
fulfilling god s purpose in his life if he does not know how to pray according to biblical principles a believer s prayer life should be based and built on
the word of god this bible prayer study course discusses many principles of prayer that are found in the word of god as you apply these principles in
your life you can be sure of an answer every time chapter titles include seven steps to answered prayer praying in jesus name praying for results the
prayer of faith praying with tongues what jesus sai about prayer the will of god in prayer the book is designed to meet the needs of study groups as
well as individuals studying the weekly lessons and memory texts and putting the lessons into action will help every believer who wants to establish
an effective prayer life rev hagin shares inspiring anecdotes about great prayer warriors from the past charles finney george whitfield smith
wiggleworth p c nelson and john g lake instead of arguing with the bible why don t you just side in with it joining forces with god the father through
prayer and carrying out his will upon the earth is the covenant right of every new testament believer this book teaches the art of intercession with the
lord are you praying or complaining solves all the problems you may have encountered in the place of prayer kenneth e hagin said it is more important to
know how to pray than to have a college degree and this book is your handbook for answered prayers it answers salient questions on persistence in
prayer how to keep your prayer hour what to say in the place of prayer and unearths the prayer principles from the life of jesus christ this is
recommended reading for personal edification and group study believers were meant to live free of the cares of this world this book reveals ways to
overcome the worry habit and walk in faith by obeying god s word the interceding christian outlines the basics of intercession and teaches students of
the word to become keen intercessors driving back the forces of darkness with prayer this important book shows believers that their healing is an
accomplished fact and how they can possess the promise of healing forget not teaches believers how to appropriate all of god s benefits to enjoy a
long full life rich with his blessings seven things you should know about divine healing shares powerful scriptural truths that prove it is god s will
to heal a daily prayer book for those seeking a still point in the midst of their busy lives brief reflections for every day of the year serve as invitations
to personal prayer for beginners as well as those thoroughly familiar with daily meditation father grabner fashions a different thought for every day
of the year health food contains rev kenneth e hagin s teachings on healings from the first year of rhema s prayer and healing school written in a day by
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day devotional format health food will give you a daily dose of god s medicine his word yesterday s words shape life today discover how words
affect home life families health and success believers will be inspired by mrs oretha hagin s warm candid perspective of the tests and trials she and rev
kenneth e hagin have faced in the ministry and how god s grace has seen them through prayer still works is designed to examine the power of prayer
through a number of powerful biblical examples alongside illustrations from our age while reading this book you will gain insight on how to tap into
the power of prayer and to fully realize how god s spiritual authority directly flows into your life prayer still works today prayer can be used to
address every single human issue on earth through prayer we are not only able to commune with god but we invite god into our lives and affairs prayer
is not some outdated and antiquated approach to life matters whose effectiveness has expired but it is in fact still potent and powerful to heal to
change circumstances and to address whatever we may be facing right now readers will be encouraged by several examples of prayer and they will be
equipped with a guide to help them build a stronger richer more effective prayer life experience the power of prayer being activated in your life like never
before tongues beyond the upper room looks at common objections to and misconceptions about tongues scriptural purposes of speaking in other
tongues common excesses praying out god s plan pressing into greater depths in prayer guidelines to receiving the baptism in the holy spirit and much more
this book is divided into three sections new birth holy spirit and corporate anointing students of the word will find is required reading to understand
the sweeping move of god that is coming upon the world you may know it is gods will to answer your prayers yet often your prayers have gone
unanswered have you ever wondered the secrets of effective prayer this small but mighty book is your opportunity to learn those truths from someone
who as one minister put it could pray heaven and earth together throughout this book penny riddle shares important lessons gleaned from her praying
grandmother mrs sylvia patterson she chronicles not only the many answers to sylvia s prayers but the prayer practices that brought her such
success these practices are part of a legacy that continues to bless penny and her family now penny wants to share these secrets with you be inspired
by the biblical wisdom of sylvia patterson a woman whose practical yet profound prayers yielded incredible results even in the midst of difficult
circumstances and be encouraged because you can get the same kind of results by embracing these secrets of praying heaven and earth together the name
of jesus it s known to people everywhere some revere it others use it as an oath for christians it identifies who they are the bible says that all heaven
earth and hell respond to the name of jesus many christians particularly those newly born again desire earnestly to pray but very often do not know
what to say or do in prayer this booklet is a practical guide on how to pray giving you what confessions to make to receive the life of god healing
deliverance and prosperity it also outlines prayers and confessions that would enable you to grow in divine love it further gives you guidelines on
how to pray in the spirit fasting and prayer praying for the nation and a guide to consistent and systematic daily weekly and monthly prayer for the
christian are also dealt with in a practical way a diligent and consistent practice of the guideline in this book will lead to a victorious prayer life and
thus a higher quality christian life olubi johnson is the president of christ life ministries and co founder of scripture pasture christian centre ibadan
nigeria he is an anointed teacher of the word with an apostolic and prophetic grace he attributes his success in spiritual life to the mercy and grace of
grace of god to be faithful and diligent in walking in the secret of divine spiritual success the life and power of god he was studying for a postgraduate
degree in communications engineering at the imperial college london when the lord called him to teach the undiluted word of god on a systematic and
consistent basis for the perfecting of the saints for the work of the ministry for the edifying of the body of christ he is married to sarah and they are
blessed with itunuoluwa and oluwatosin sogbetun oluwadara and william treseder moyinoluwa a son joshua olubi and three lovely grandchildren zoe
asta treseder johan olubi treseder and joshua oluwasanjo sogbetun enjoy rich gems of spiritual truth in this timeless collection of classic messages
the body of christ is to be filled with god s power and glory this book exhorts believers to abide in the presence of god so they can experience a fresh
anointing each day the supernatural healing power of god will operate effectively in your life when you understand the laws that govern it this book
puts an end to the confusion concerning suffering and shows christians how to cope with trials while resting on the promises of god gain a better
understanding of the different gifts and callings and the degrees of god s anointing the bible speaks of a glory world that is sometimes manifested
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supernaturally in the natural world written in an easy to read manner this book contains inspiring words from rev kenneth hagin jr for every season of
your life topics range from practical issues such as getting along with others to spiritual issues such as developing your faith faith makes the
difference between defeat and victory in a christian s life and this study guide explains why receiving from god is dependent upon the faith of the believer
believers can learn to combat symptoms that reoccur after they ve received healing read kenneth e hagin s stirring testimony of dying going to hell and
being brought back to life to fulfill god s plan for his life
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The Art of Prayer 1992-07 the chapters in this important handbook on the lost art of prayer cover such subjects as praying for your nation
interceding for the lost praying for de liverance groanings in the spirit fasting and pray ing for those in sin
Steps to Answered Prayer 2003-03 steps to answered prayer reveals step by step guidelines that when faithfully followed in prayer assure the
believer of an answer
The Will of God in Prayer 2003-03 this study guide will instruct believers on how to use the word in prayer and get results
Praying to Get Results 1969-04 christianity is a relationship with a living god who hears and answers prayer the scriptural truths in this book can
help believers understand why their prayers may have gone unanswered
Kenneth E Hagin, Oral Roberts, Pastor Chris and Benny Hinn 2019-04-04 oral roberts and kenneth e hagin two contemporaries were in a deep
conversation when a stranger walked up to them and said i just want to shake hands with these great competitors they were not competitors they
were co laborers in the vineyard of the lord although at face value their positions on seed faith giving appeared to differ their positions and experiences
on new depths of prayer were startlingly similar kenneth e hagin remarked that nobody he ever knew knew how to enter into the presence of the lord in
prayer like oral roberts brother hagin knew this because he had prayed with oral roberts at times he too had been up there several times in prayer and
feared that he might not come back folks there are depths of prayer we need to press towards and live a life of boundless possibilities as we avail
ourselves to the lord going deeper and deeper in praying in the spirit the lord will lead us into a deeper realm of prayer where miracles and revelations
abound in our personal lives and ministries
Bible Prayer Study Course 1991 these classic bible study courses by rev kenneth e hagin have been reedited to include chapter review questions to
further enhance your study of god s word these teachings on the vital subjects of faith prayer the holy spirit and his gifts and healing will show you
how to live a life of victory and abundance learning how to pray effectively is one of the most important things a believer can ever do in his christian
walk a believer cannot be successful in fulfilling god s purpose in his life if he does not know how to pray according to biblical principles a believer s
prayer life should be based and built on the word of god this bible prayer study course discusses many principles of prayer that are found in the word of
god as you apply these principles in your life you can be sure of an answer every time chapter titles include seven steps to answered prayer praying in
jesus name praying for results the prayer of faith praying with tongues what jesus sai about prayer the will of god in prayer
Prevailing Prayer to Peace 1973-06 the book is designed to meet the needs of study groups as well as individuals studying the weekly lessons and
memory texts and putting the lessons into action will help every believer who wants to establish an effective prayer life
Prayer Secrets 1988 rev hagin shares inspiring anecdotes about great prayer warriors from the past charles finney george whitfield smith wiggleworth
p c nelson and john g lake instead of arguing with the bible why don t you just side in with it
Plead Your Case 1985 joining forces with god the father through prayer and carrying out his will upon the earth is the covenant right of every new
testament believer
The Art of Intercession 1980-07 this book teaches the art of intercession with the lord
ARE YOU PRAYING OR COMPLAINING? 2012 are you praying or complaining solves all the problems you may have encountered in the place of prayer
kenneth e hagin said it is more important to know how to pray than to have a college degree and this book is your handbook for answered prayers it
answers salient questions on persistence in prayer how to keep your prayer hour what to say in the place of prayer and unearths the prayer principles
from the life of jesus christ this is recommended reading for personal edification and group study
Casting Your Cares Upon the Lord 1981-11 believers were meant to live free of the cares of this world this book reveals ways to overcome the
worry habit and walk in faith by obeying god s word
The Interceding Christian 1983 the interceding christian outlines the basics of intercession and teaches students of the word to become keen
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intercessors driving back the forces of darkness with prayer
Healing Belongs to Us 1981 this important book shows believers that their healing is an accomplished fact and how they can possess the promise of
healing
The Art of Intercession 1987-07-01 forget not teaches believers how to appropriate all of god s benefits to enjoy a long full life rich with his
blessings
The Art of Prayer 1987 seven things you should know about divine healing shares powerful scriptural truths that prove it is god s will to heal
Forget Not! 1995-07 a daily prayer book for those seeking a still point in the midst of their busy lives brief reflections for every day of the year serve
as invitations to personal prayer for beginners as well as those thoroughly familiar with daily meditation father grabner fashions a different thought
for every day of the year
Seven Things You Should Know about Divine Healing 1979 health food contains rev kenneth e hagin s teachings on healings from the first year of rhema
s prayer and healing school written in a day by day devotional format health food will give you a daily dose of god s medicine his word
Focus Your Day 1992 yesterday s words shape life today discover how words affect home life families health and success
Health Food Devotions 2002 believers will be inspired by mrs oretha hagin s warm candid perspective of the tests and trials she and rev kenneth e hagin
have faced in the ministry and how god s grace has seen them through
Words 1979-02 prayer still works is designed to examine the power of prayer through a number of powerful biblical examples alongside illustrations
from our age while reading this book you will gain insight on how to tap into the power of prayer and to fully realize how god s spiritual authority
directly flows into your life prayer still works today prayer can be used to address every single human issue on earth through prayer we are not only
able to commune with god but we invite god into our lives and affairs prayer is not some outdated and antiquated approach to life matters whose
effectiveness has expired but it is in fact still potent and powerful to heal to change circumstances and to address whatever we may be facing right
now readers will be encouraged by several examples of prayer and they will be equipped with a guide to help them build a stronger richer more effective
prayer life experience the power of prayer being activated in your life like never before
The Price Is Not Greater Than God's Grace 1991-06 tongues beyond the upper room looks at common objections to and misconceptions about tongues
scriptural purposes of speaking in other tongues common excesses praying out god s plan pressing into greater depths in prayer guidelines to receiving
the baptism in the holy spirit and much more
Bible Faith Study Course 1974 this book is divided into three sections new birth holy spirit and corporate anointing students of the word will find is
required reading to understand the sweeping move of god that is coming upon the world
Prayer Still Works 2021-12-02 you may know it is gods will to answer your prayers yet often your prayers have gone unanswered have you ever
wondered the secrets of effective prayer this small but mighty book is your opportunity to learn those truths from someone who as one minister put it
could pray heaven and earth together throughout this book penny riddle shares important lessons gleaned from her praying grandmother mrs sylvia
patterson she chronicles not only the many answers to sylvia s prayers but the prayer practices that brought her such success these practices are
part of a legacy that continues to bless penny and her family now penny wants to share these secrets with you be inspired by the biblical wisdom of
sylvia patterson a woman whose practical yet profound prayers yielded incredible results even in the midst of difficult circumstances and be
encouraged because you can get the same kind of results by embracing these secrets of praying heaven and earth together
Tongues 2007 the name of jesus it s known to people everywhere some revere it others use it as an oath for christians it identifies who they are the
bible says that all heaven earth and hell respond to the name of jesus
Understanding the Anointing 1983 many christians particularly those newly born again desire earnestly to pray but very often do not know what to
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say or do in prayer this booklet is a practical guide on how to pray giving you what confessions to make to receive the life of god healing deliverance
and prosperity it also outlines prayers and confessions that would enable you to grow in divine love it further gives you guidelines on how to pray in
the spirit fasting and prayer praying for the nation and a guide to consistent and systematic daily weekly and monthly prayer for the christian are also
dealt with in a practical way a diligent and consistent practice of the guideline in this book will lead to a victorious prayer life and thus a higher
quality christian life olubi johnson is the president of christ life ministries and co founder of scripture pasture christian centre ibadan nigeria he is an
anointed teacher of the word with an apostolic and prophetic grace he attributes his success in spiritual life to the mercy and grace of grace of god to
be faithful and diligent in walking in the secret of divine spiritual success the life and power of god he was studying for a postgraduate degree in
communications engineering at the imperial college london when the lord called him to teach the undiluted word of god on a systematic and consistent
basis for the perfecting of the saints for the work of the ministry for the edifying of the body of christ he is married to sarah and they are blessed with
itunuoluwa and oluwatosin sogbetun oluwadara and william treseder moyinoluwa a son joshua olubi and three lovely grandchildren zoe asta
treseder johan olubi treseder and joshua oluwasanjo sogbetun
Secrets of Praying Heaven and Earth Together 2017-10-31 enjoy rich gems of spiritual truth in this timeless collection of classic messages
The Name of Jesus 2006-01 the body of christ is to be filled with god s power and glory this book exhorts believers to abide in the presence of god so
they can experience a fresh anointing each day
A Practical Guide to Prayer 2019-10-16 the supernatural healing power of god will operate effectively in your life when you understand the laws
that govern it
Classic Sermons 1992 this book puts an end to the confusion concerning suffering and shows christians how to cope with trials while resting on the
promises of god
A Fresh Anointing 1989-08 gain a better understanding of the different gifts and callings and the degrees of god s anointing
The Healing Anointing 1998 the bible speaks of a glory world that is sometimes manifested supernaturally in the natural world
Must Christians Suffer? 1982-06 written in an easy to read manner this book contains inspiring words from rev kenneth hagin jr for every season of
your life topics range from practical issues such as getting along with others to spiritual issues such as developing your faith
The Gifts and Calling of God 1986-06 faith makes the difference between defeat and victory in a christian s life and this study guide explains why
receiving from god is dependent upon the faith of the believer
The Glory of God 1987 believers can learn to combat symptoms that reoccur after they ve received healing
Having Faith in Your Faith 1981 read kenneth e hagin s stirring testimony of dying going to hell and being brought back to life to fulfill god s plan for
his life
From a Pastor's Heart 2002-04
Foundations for Faith 2003-03
How to Keep Your Healing 1980
I Went to Hell 1982-06
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